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This is a archival copy of Interregnum APA #1.The contact information, addresses and telephone numbers are not necessarily valid for any of the contributors.Interregnum was an amateur publishing association (APA) that covered roleplaying games, science fiction and fantasy literature, TV, and movies, and pretty much anything else that contributors wanted to write about. It usually consisted six to twelve separate segments, or "zines". These were written and produced by individual authors, and then mailed in to the publisher. The publisher then assembled the zines into a complete issue with an editorial and covers, had copies made, staple-bound them, and mailed them out to contributors and subscribers. By tradition, zines included comments on all of the zines in the previous issue of the APA.Interregnum ("IR" for short) was started in March 1994 by Peter Maranci, in response to the decline and impending end of The Wild Hunt RPG APA. Many regular contributors to The Wild Hunt ("TWH") continued writing for IR after TWH ceased publication.This scan was made by Joe Teller, who was the assistant to Interregnum's second editor, Kiralee McCauley; she took over after Peter burned out.Joe's original annotation:------------------------------------------Thanks to Curtis Taylor for lending us his copy of this issue for scanning into this archive edition. Curtis had one of the few original copies of this rare fan publication.Scanning, Bookmarks and annontations by Joseph Teller, IR archiver, website librarian, assistant editor, art editor, chief bottlewasher and gopher.This archive edition may be distributed for free or at-cost basis by anyone who wishes to do so but no modification of the documents are allowed. Copyrights are held by the individual authors. ------------------------------------------Although Interregnum no longer exists,  Joe has kept some of the final version of its website up at http://www.fantasylibrary.com/ir/index.htm . This is a part of The FantasyLibrary.com (http://www.fantasylibrary.com).Peter Maranci has posted many of his old zines for Interregnum on the Zines section of his site, Pete's RuneQuest & Roleplaying!. It can be found at http://www.maranci.net/rq.htm .Some other IR contributors have posted their old zines on their websites as well, but these can be difficult to find.







































































Joseph W Teller
I did the best I could with the scans - George's zines tend to be a bit difficult to scan because of his typeface and very thin page margins..
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